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CVEC ACQUITTAL
The acquittal of the CVEC is done only on the secured
platform https://cvec.etudiant.gouv.fr, and not through
another channel.
The acquittal is currently possible for the year 20202021.
As a reminder, we advise you to acquit the CVEC as
close as possible to the effective registration in the
establishment and the course of your choice.
What is the CVEC?
Every student in initial course in a higher education
institution must obtain, prior to the registration, the
certificate of acquittal of the Student life and campus
contribution (CVEC).
Further information.

OBTAIN YOUR CERTIFICATE
Obtain your certificate in 2 minutes:
1.Connect or create an account on
MesServices.Etudinats.gouv.fr
2.Indicate the city where you study
3.Acquit the CVEC, by payment or exemption
4.Obtain your certificate, to be submitted to your
establishment during your enrolment.
Discover the procedure in detail.
Even if you are exempted, you need to follow the same
procedure.
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OBTAIN MY CERTIFICATE
Next university year 2020-21

OBTAIN MY CERTIFICATE
Current university year 2019-20

WHERE YOU CAN FIND YOU CERTIFICATE
You can find your certificate directly on
Cvec.etudiant.gouv.fr, by connecting to your
MesServicesEtudiants account. It is also available at any
moment via the main menu, by clicking on “Mon
attestation” (My certificate).
If you are requesting an exemption or a cash payment
in a post office (in France), you will receive an email as
soon as your certificate is available: you can obtain it by
the same means mentioned above.
REFUND REQUEST
You have paid the CVEC whereas:




You are a scholarship holder
You fill in an exemption condition
You are enrolled in a course that does not need
the CVEC payment

Click below in order to ask your refund.
REQUEST THE CVEC REFUND 2019-2020
REQUEST THE CVEC REFUND 2020-2021
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After you click on OBTAIN MY CERTIFICATE
Before you proceed to obtain the CVEC certificate,
please check your personal information.
The lines marked with an asterisk are mandatory data
(needed for the file processing).
The optional lines aim the better knowing of the
student in order to improve the proposed services,
while ensuring safety for this personal data.
Collected identity data (below you will find your
personal information)
If you want to rectify certain personal data abovementioned, please do it in MesServices.Etudiant.gouv.fr
You have a general right to access, rectify and delete
your personal data which has been collected when you
registered in order to benefit from this service.
The procedures to access are detailed in “les
informations sur les Données Personalles” (the
information on the Personal Data)
Attention: Please check tour civil status (surname,
forename and birth date) because you will not be able
to modify your certificate after its issue.
Check the following box:


I have red and accepted the detailed conditions
in “les informations sur les Données
Personalles” (the information on the Personal
Data)

CONTINUE
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My certificate
The Student life and campus contribution (CVEC) is
collected by Crous.
Every student enrolled in initial course in a higher
education institution needs to acquit before registering
in the establishment by payment or exemption.
1st Step: City of the establishment

Fill in the postal code or the name of the city where you
study and Validate

2nd Step: Ways of acquittal
There are three ways of payment of the CVEC
-the payment by card with immediate issue of the
certificate;
-the payment in cash, at the postal office in France
(with a delay of 2 working days after the payment for
the issue of the certificate, available on this page
starting June 2, 2020);
-the payment by card by another person.
Attention: future scholarship holders who are waiting
for a scholarship notification
You need to pay first the CVEC, and ask for a refund
after obtaining the right to a scholarship for the year
2020-2021.
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Refugees, beneficiaries of subsidiary protection, asylum
seekers
You can request an exemption. If your request is
accepted, a certificate will be delivered to you.
In order to know all the details, see the explanations in
M`accuitter de ma Cvec.
Online payment: by card
Quick and secured, the payment by bank card allows
the immediate issue of your acquittal certificate.
PAY ONLINE
Secured payment (3DSecure Visa or Mastercard
procedure)
Payment by another person (by card)
You have the possibility to ask another person to pay
the CVEC for you
The chosen person needs to be informed before
concerning your intentions.
-You then need to copy the payment link which will
appear and send it to the person of your choice.
The person has a dead-line of 48 hours in order to
accept or refuse the payment.
-Beyond this dead-line, the payment link is deactivated.
So you need to choose a different method of payment
and renew the procedure.
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-If the person of your choice acquits the CVEC on behalf
of you, you will receive an email that will allow you to
download the certificate.
ASK ANOTHER PERSON
Cash payment in a postal office in France (Eficash)
The payment of the CVEC in cash (in a postal office) for
the year 2020-2021 will be available starting June 1.
Thank you for prioritising the payment by card.

EXEMPTION
If your right for exemption is not automatically
recognised, you need to make a request for the
exemption by checking the box, choose the motive of
the exemption, and add the necessary documents.


I declare to benefit from an exemption because
of the following reason:

-refugee
-beneficiaries of subsidiary protection
-asylum seekers
-international student with a scholarship from the
French government.
MAKE AN EXEMPTION REQUEST

